
Home projector

Screeneo S4

 

Full HD Resolution

Up to 160''

LED DLP

 
SCN450

Project big. Really big
with smart short throw technology

Watch, play, listen, browse! Smart and intuitive, the Screeneo S4 is the best compromise. Supported by an

immersive Full HD widescreen, and hanced HDR, the Screeneo S4 throws amazing and super-bright images.

Incredible images

Project images up to 160"

HDR for advanced contrast and colour

Perfect image with bespoke adjustments

Play, connect, repeat

Built-in Media Player for unlimited binge watching

Fully Connected for endless possibilities

Wi-Fi screen mirroring for smart sharing

So smart

Smart Android OS for apps and more!

AirMote for a comfortable control

Bespoke sound

Superior Stereo Speakers

Bluetooth BoomBoxes

Low fan noise



Home projector SCN450/INT

Highlights

AirMote

Easily navigate thanks to the intuitive AirMote

control by pointing or using gestures to pick

and choose what you want to watch.

Bluetooth BoomBoxes

Play your music directly on the projector. Use

your Screeneo as a Boomboxe by connecting

your smartphones or any other Bluetooth

device to enjoy big sound.

Built-in Media Player

Pop your essentials in your hand with the

integrated Media Player: Browse, watch all

your videos, listen to your music or share your

latest holidays pictures.

Fully Connected

The Screeneo S Collection comes with all the

connectivity you need. Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, USB,

HDMI, SPDIF, Connect your game consoles,

Blu-ray player, smart boxes or set top boxes to

enjoy all your contents.

HDR for advanced contrast

High Dynamic Range is the new video

standard that redefines in-home entertainment

through advances in contrast and colour. With

HDR 10, enjoy a sensory experience that

captures the original richness and liveliness,

yet accurately reflects the content creator's

intent.

Low fan noise

Our all-in-one Screeneo S Collection projectors

are designed to dissipate heat throught the

aluminum side grids along with a state-of-the

art ultra low noise fan.

Perfect image

Get a perfect picture, automatically and straight

out of the box with the Auto Keystone, Auto

focus. The Digital Zoom will help you to adjust

the image size without moving the projector

and because you donâ€™t always place your

projector in front of the wall, we added a 4

corners correction to fine tune your image and

get a perfect fit even if your device is up to 45

degrees on your right of left side.

Smart Android OS for apps

Take full advantage of an endless

entertainment with Android OS. All your favorite

apps are pre-installed, out of the box. Enjoy

Youtube, Netflix and more!

Superior Stereo Speakers

No need extra sound bar or home-cinema! The

Screeneo S Collection provides endlessy

vibrant, clear, and powerfull sound with deep

bass.
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Specifications

Technology

Display technology: DLP

Light source: LED

LED lifetime: Up to 30.000h

Resolution: 1920 x 1080 pixel

Projection image size: up to 160'' (400cm)

Projection distance: 26 cm - 457 cm /

10"-180"

Aspect ratio: 4:3 and 16:9

Throw ratio: 1,2:1

Contrast ratio: 100.000:1

Focus adjustment: Auto

Keystone correction: Auto

4 corners correction

Integrated media player

Projection modes: front, rear, ceiling

Operating system: Android

Internal memory: 16 GB

Sound

Stereo Speaker: 2x5W

Bluetooth speaker connection

Connection

Wi-Fi: 802.11a/b/g/n/ac 2,4+5GHz, Wireless

screen mirroring

Bluetooth: Bluetooth 4.0, Boombox feature,

Connect external speaker

Connectivity: USB x2 (3.0)(2.0), HDMI x1, RJ45,

S/PDIF

Power source

Power consumption: Operation: 150W, Stand

by <0.5W

Power supply: AC100-240V, DC 19.5V / 7.8A

Logistic data

Dimensions (wxDxH): 192x192x110mm/

7.5x7.5x4.3inch

Weight: 1.84kg / 4.06 lb

Standard package includes: Projector, Remote

control, 2xAAA battery, Power cable, Quick

start guide, Warranty card

* Projectors for direct connection to and for use with an

automatic data processing machine such as a

smartphone, laptop, PC, Blue-ray Player etc.
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